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1. Supplementary Information 

Data analysis 

Domain-protein two-way clustergram 

The domain-protein two-way clustergram in Supplementary Figure 5 was generated as 

previously described (Jin et al, 2009), with some modifications. In particular, similarities were 

computed between protein-domain profiles (defined by the set of domains on each protein) and 

domain-protein profiles (defined by the set of proteins for each domain) using the Jaccard 



similarity coefficient (size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of the sets). 

Domain annotation was obtained from SMART (Letunic et al, 2009; Schultz et al, 2000). This 

yielded statistical descriptions of the relatedness of any two proteins, based on their domain 

compositions, and of the relationship between any two domains based on their co-occurrence 

among proteins. Complete linkage hierarchical clustering was then used to cluster rows and 

columns of the matrix and produce a two-way clustergram of the yeast and worm SH3 protein 

sets. The clustergrams were generated using the MATLAB Bioinformatics Toolbox. 

Compared to yeast, worm has an expanded set of domains associated with the SH3 domain, 

including some domains specifically present in metazoa, such as L27 domains (LIN-2 and LIN-

7) which hetero-oligomerize to assemble signaling and cell polarity complexes (Harris et al, 

2002), PTB (Phosphotyrosine-Binding) domains, which organize signaling complexes involved 

in wide-ranging physiological processes including neural development, immunity, tissue 

homeostasis and cell growth (Uhlik et al, 2005), and NEBU (Nebulin repeat) domains, which 

function in actin cytoskeleton organization and regulation (Bjorklund et al; Nakagawa et al, 

2009). These observations are consistent with the “domain accretion” model proposed by Koonin 

et al., where protein domain organization complexity increases with organism complexity 

(Koonin et al, 2000). 

Thematic map of the worm SH3 endocytosis interactome (Supplementary Figure 6) 

To analyze whether SH3-mediated PPIs are different from other PPIs in terms of connecting 

proteins within or between endocytosis-related functional modules, we employed thematic map 

analysis using two PPI networks (Supplementary Figure 6). The first network was a sub-network 

of the worm SH3 interactome containing all SH3 mediated PPIs among our expert-curated worm 

endocytosis protein list (Supplementary Table 10). The second network contains PPIs among our 



endocytosis proteins retrieved from iRefWeb Release 3.2 (Turner et al, 2010), not including any 

SH3 proteins. The two networks were merged in Cytoscape (Shannon et al, 2003) and visualized 

as a thematic map (Zhang et al, 2005) (using the Thematic Map Cytoscape plugin (Merico et al, 

2011)), based on our functional annotation of worm endocytosis proteins (Supplementary Table 

10). A thematic map is a simplified network view that highlights connections between modules 

(e.g., protein biological process annotations) within an original network. In this view, 

endocytosis protein annotations from the original network are represented as nodes that are 

connected if a PPI from the original network links proteins with the corresponding annotations. 

P-values were computed by randomly shuffling the annotations of Supplementary Table 13 

within the sub-networks. 

 



2. Supplementary Figures 

 
Supplementary Figure 1. Plot of the binding specificity similarity versus the sequence 

similarity. The sequence identity was computed based on pairwise alignments of all SH3 

domains with phage display data. Binding specificity similarity is the same as the one used in the 

tree of Figure 1 (see Materials and Methods). For domain pairs involving domains with multiple 

PWMs, the highest similarity was used. Highlighted pairs correspond to domains on ortholog 

proteins (green) and on paralog proteins (red and black).  

 



 



 



 



 

Supplementary Figure 2. Overlap between Y2H and phage display predicted PPIs for each 

domain. Each worm SH3 domain with a phage-derived specificity profile represented as a PWM 

was used to score and rank all worm proteins for matches to this PWM. The plot shows the 

fraction of PPIs with a rank higher than the value on the x-axis for each domain (green curve). 

The black dotted line indicates the expected distribution for random predictions. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Conservation of SH3-mediated protein interactions from worm to 

human. Worm PPIs are from our SH3 domain interactome. All human protein interactions were 

retrieved from the BioGRID database (Breitkreutz et al, 2008). Edges represent interactions 

between worm proteins (blue), human orthologs (green) and conserved across worm and human 

(red). Diamonds indicate SH3-containing baits. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Examples of rewiring occurring between worm and yeast SH3 

interactomes. Case (i) corresponds to a conserved protein binding ligand but a different SH3 

specificity. Case (ii) corresponds to a conserved SH3 specificity but a non-conserved binding 

ligand. Case (iii) corresponds to changes in both the SH3 specificity and the binding ligand. An 

example of each case is shown in the middle. All domains with the given rewiring case are 

shown at the right. Blue circles indicate worm proteins whose specificity or motif is not 

conserved. Green circles show yeast proteins whose specificity or motif is not conserved. Red 

circles show orthologs with conserved specificity or motifs. 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Two-way clustergram showing the domain composition of yeast 

and worm SH3 domain containing proteins. Domains appearing in yeast SH3 proteins are 

represented using green blocks and domains in worm SH3 proteins are shown using red blocks. 

Yeast SH3 protein names are in green and worm SH3 protein names are in red. The eight 

domains present in both yeast and worm SH3 proteins are colored blue. 

 

Supplementary Figure 6. Thematic map of the worm endocytosis protein interaction 

network. This map summarizes the PPIs within and between functional groups involved in 

endocytosis. Node size is proportional to the number of proteins in that group. Edge thickness is 

proportional to the number of PPIs between connecting groups. Edges representing SH3 domain 

mediated PPIs are in blue and those representing non-SH3 mediated PPIs are in red. 
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Supplementary Figure 7. Examples of coincident and competitive interactions. (A) Example 

of the predicted coincident interaction between the ABI-1 and the NCK-1 SH3 domains with 

B0303.7 at different predicted binding sites (amino acids 4-18 and 170-184, respectively). ABI-1 

and NCK-1 are known to function together in regulation of actin dynamics in cell migration 

(Anggono & Robinson, 2007). B0303.7, with 4 SH3 domains, may function as an adaptor in the 

same process. (B) Example of a potentially competitive interaction between the UNC-57 

(endophilin A) and the SDPN-1 (syndapin) SH3 domains, which are both predicted to bind to the 

same binding motif (amino acids 783-797) of DYN-1 (dynamin). All three proteins are 



conserved between worm and mammals and the same competitive interactions were identified by 

in vitro protein binding assay in their rat orthologs (Anggono & Robinson, 2007). 
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Supplementary Figure 8. Dynamics of SH3D19 and MAP3K9 localization. Dynamics of 

SH3D19 and MAP3K9 localization with clathrin, represented as kymographs. Time is 

represented on the y-axis and space on the x-axis. CLTA-TagRFP-T puncta appearing over time 

(red vertical shape) turn green and yellow as the GFP tagged protein localizes to the puncta, late 

in the appearance of the puncta. (A) Representative kymographs of individual clathrin-coated 

pits showing the recruitment of the SH3D19-GFP (C-terminal tag) to the CLTA-TagRFP-T 

puncta at the late stage of endocytosis. (B) Representative kymographs showing the recruitment 

of the GFP-MAP3K9 (N-terminal tag) to the CLTA-TagRFP-T puncta at the late stage of 

endocytosis. 
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Supplementary Figure 9. Localization of GFP-tagged protein candidates. Localization of 

GFP-tagged protein candidates by epifluorescence or TIRF microscopy in human melanoma SK-

MEL-2 cells. (A-C, H-L) Representative epifluorescence images of GFP-tagged HCK, LYN, 

FIPIL1L, PPP1R13B, WWP2, ABL2, BLK, and COPS5. (D-G) TIRF images of GFP-tagged 

SNX18, SNX9, CTTNBP2, and DNMBP. Scale bars, 10 µm. Order of image presentation 

corresponds to Supplementary Table 14, part 1 of 2. 
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Supplementary Figure 10. Localization of GFP-tagged protein candidates. Localization of 

GFP-tagged protein candidates by epifluorescence microscopy in human melanoma SK-MEL-2 

cells. (A-M) Representative images of GFP-tagged FYN, LCK, MPP2, MPP3, MPP4, 

NOSTRIN, NPHP1, RBMS2, YES1, SORBS3, SORBS2, MPP7, and RBMS3. Scale bars, 10 

µm. Order of image presentation corresponds to Supplementary Table 14, part 2 of 2. 



 

Supplementary Figure 11. Degree distribution of the AD transcription factors in our Y2H 

network. Four transcription factors (CEH-17, DPL-1, TTX-1 and VAB-3) were found to interact 

with a much larger number of SH3 domains than expected (≥ 9) in Y2H screening. These are 

likely to be artifacts of the Y2H experiment and were removed from the final network. 



 

Supplementary Figure 12. Distribution of PWM scores among Y2H interactions. The 

distribution shows the score of SH3 mediated interactions supported by more than one line of 

evidence in the Y2H screen and for which the SH3 domain has a phage derived specificity 

profile. The red line indicates the position of the median (972), corresponding roughly to the 

threshold T=1000 taken on PWM scores to incorporate in the network Y2H interactions 

supported by only one colony and predict binding motifs on worm proteins. 



 

Supplementary Figure 13. Enrichment map of yeast and worm SH3 interactomes. This is 

the same figure as Figure 4 showing the label of each node. See caption for Figure 4. 



3. Supplementary Tables 

Supplementary Table 1. Worm SH3 domains used in phage display and yeast two-hybrid 

screens. 

Supplementary Table 2. Hub baits used in yeast two-hybrid screens. 

Bait ID Sequence 
Name 

Common 
Name Range (amino acids) Location from 

WorfDB  
Hub01 C09G1.4 C09G1.4 full length 11001@G01 
Hub02 C02C6.1 DYN-1 full length 11024@G07 
Hub03 Y57G11C.24 EPS-8 full length 11051@F07 
Hub04 F32D1.1 FIGL-1 full length 11001@A04 
Hub05 F43B10.2 TAG-343 full length 11082@C10 
Hub06 T17H7.4 GEI-16 full length 11010@G10 
Hub07 T11B7.1 T11B7.1 full length 11049@B10 
Hub08 T11B7.4 ALP-1 full length 11052@C02 
Hub09 C08B11.5 SAP-49 full length 11085@H06 
ITSN-
1_EH Y116A8C.36 ITSN-1 1-275   
ITSN-
1_CC Y116A8C.36 ITSN-1 269-663   
ITSN-
1_SH3 Y116A8C.36 ITSN-1 657-1085   

 

Supplementary Table 3. Filtered yeast two-hybrid interaction list. 

Supplementary Table 4. Overlap between the worm SH3 interactome and other datasets. 

Reference 
networks 

SH3 
interactome 

bait 
proteins in 
reference 

Interactions 
in reference 
mediated by 

a bait 

Interactions in 
worm SH3 
interactome 

mediated by baits 
also found in 

reference 

Overlapping 
interactions 

P-value 
(Fisher's 

exact test) 

WI8 27 266 542 28 2.6 × 10-47 
Interologs 38 422 649 25 1.2 × 10-37 
WormNet 61 8923 893 51 1.2 × 10-28 



 

Supplementary Table 5. GO semantic similarity analysis. 

Network 
Number 
of PPIs 

(a) 

Number 
of PPIs 
with a 

SIM score  
(b) 

% of PPIs 
with a SIM 

score (c=b/a) 

Sum of 
all SIM 
scores 

(d) 

Average 
SIM score 

(d/b) 

Overall 
Average SIM 

score (d/a) 

Y2H 1070 150 14.00% 67.5 0.45 0.063 
Random 1070 44 4.13% 18.3 0.43 0.017 

 

Supplementary Table 6. List of SH3 domains whose protein is involved (or not) in known PPIs 

from iRefWeb database. 

Supplementary Table 7. Worm SH3 interactome Gene Ontology Biological Process term 

enrichment. 

Supplementary Table 8. Yeast SH3 interactome Gene Ontology Biological Process term 

enrichment. 

Supplementary Table 9. List of rewiring events between Worm and Yeast. The first two 

columns show observed interactions between SH3 domains and other proteins, based on our 

worm SH3 interactome and the Yeast interactome of (Tonikian et al, 2009). Columns 3 and 4 

show the orthologous proteins and proteins not found to interact. Column 5 shows the best 

conserved predicted binding site and Column 6 the best matching region in the ortholog protein. 

The binding site similarity (column 7) was computed as the percent sequence identity. The list of 

all predicted binding sites (i.e., stretches of 15 amino acids with a PWM score ≥ T) is given in 

column 8, the best matching regions in the ortholog protein are given in column 9 and the 

corresponding similarities in column 10. In column 11, (i) indicates conserved binding site (% 

identity ≥ 0.5) and non-conserved SH3 specificity, (ii) indicates conserved specificity and non-



conserved binding site, (iii) indicates non-conserved specificity and non-conserved binding site. 

0 stands for SH3 domains without phage display data in worm. Asterisks highlight interactions 

with a conserved SH3 specificity and a conserved binding site, although the interaction was 

experimentally detected in only one organism. Column 12 indicates whether the ortholog of the 

SH3-containing protein in column 1 (i.e., the protein in column 3) also contains an SH3 domain 

that has been used as a bait in the corresponding SH3 interactome. 

Supplementary Table 10. Curated worm endocytosis protein list. 

Supplementary Table 11. List of yeast endocytosis proteins. The proteins were retrieved from 

Gene Ontology (GO:0006897) with experimental evidence codes (i.e, EXP, IDA, IPI, IMP, IGI, 

and IEP). Column 1 shows the protein name, column 2 shows the GO category (child of 

GO:0006897), columns 3 the evidence code and column 4 the literature references. Multiple 

evidences are separated by underscores. 

Supplementary Table 12. Worm and human endocytosis protein predictions using the modified 

k-core algorithm with k = 3. 

Supplementary Table 13. List of protein interactions among endocytosis proteins, grouped 

according to the different categories that are linked by these interactions (data used to build the 

thematic map of Supplementary Figure 6). 

Supplementary Table 14. Cloned human ORFs used for validation of endocytosis protein 

predictions. 

ENTREZ 
GENE ID BC NUMBER Symbol K-core ORF 

Length Localization 

3055 BC014435 HCK 13 1518 actin 
4067 BC126456 LYN 13 1539 actin 
9256 BC146852 BZRAP1 6 5574 actin stress fiber 

55917 BC016029 CTTNBP2NL 9 1920 actin stress fiber 



11259 BC027860 FILIP1L 9 2682 actin stress fiber 

112574 
BC117218, 
BC117220 SNX18 6 1887 CCP 

51429 BC005022 SNX9 6 1788 CCP 
4293 BC133706 MAP3K9 4 3315 CCP 

152503 BC108890 SH3D19 9 2295 CCP 
83992 BC106000 CTTNBP2 9 4992 cell surface puncta 
23268 BC041628 DNMBP 11 2472 cell surface puncta 
23368 BC136527 PPP1R13B 5 3273 cell surface puncta 
11060 BC000108 WWP2 3 1008 cell surface puncta 

27 BC065912 ABL2 9 3504 cytoplasmic 
640 BC007371 BLK 13 1518 cytoplasmic 

10987 

BC001187, 
BC001859, 
BC007272 COPS5 5 1005 cytoplasmic 

2534 BC032496 FYN 9 1449 cytoplasmic 
3932 BC013200 LCK 13 1620 cytoplasmic 
4355 BC030287 MPP2 4 1659 cytoplasmic 
4356 BC056865 MPP3 4 1758 cytoplasmic 

58538 BC132785 MPP4 4 1893 cytoplasmic 
115677 BC014189 NOSTRIN 3 1287 cytoplasmic 

4867 BC062574 NPHP1 5 1845 cytoplasmic 
5939 BC027863 RBMS2 4 1224 cytoplasmic 
7525 BC048960 YES1 9 1632 cytoplasmic 
2268 BC064382 FGR 9 1590 focal adhesion 

10174 BC067260 SORBS3 13 2016 focal adhesion 

8470 BC011883 SORBS2 13 1938 
focal adhesion, actin 
stress fiber 

143098 BC038105 MPP7 4 1731 membrane ruffles 
27303 BC117315 RBMS3 4 1302 tubular 

 

Supplementary Table 15. List of proteins retrieved in the phospho-proteomics assay. Those 

matching predictions based on the worm SH3 interactome are shown at the top of the list. 

Supplementary Table 16. List of competitive and coincident interactions. Interactions involving 

the same target protein are listed by pairs every two lines. Only interactions with a reliable 

predicted binding motif (PWM score > T) are considered. 



Supplementary Table 17. List of peptides retrieved in the phage display experiments for each 

SH3 domain. Peptides binding to each domain have been manually aligned. 

Supplementary Table 18. The different PWMs used to model the binding specificity of each 

SH3 domain. 

Supplementary Table 19. List of ortholog relationships between worm and yeast proteins in the 

two SH3 interactomes. 

 

4. Data availability 
Phage display data is available for download from http://www.baderlab.org/Data/SH3Worm 

Phosphoproteomics data is available from the PhosphoSitePlus database under the following 

accession numbers: 

LAN-6 End1, End2, Lys: CS 6151, 6152, 6153  (Akt substrate); and CS 6121, 6122, 6123 (pY) 
6151 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=9391186 
6152 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=9391899 
6153 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=9391606 
 
6121 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=9390610 
6122 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=9391322 
6123 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=9391006 
 
SMS-KCN End1, End2, Lys: CS 5180, 5181, 5182 (pY); CS 5322, 5323, 5324 (Akt substrate) 
 
5180 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=4148078 
5181 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=4148082 
5182 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=4148086 
 
5322 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=4318900 
5323 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=4318902 
5324 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=4318904 
 
TrkA expressing SK-N-BE(2) Lys, End1, End2: CS 9939, 9940, 9941 (Akt substrate); CS 10550, 
10551, 10552 (pY); Lys, End1: CS 9203, 9204  (Akt substrate) 
 



9939 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=15237598 
9940 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=15237876 
9941 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=15237832 
 
10550 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=18965770 
10551 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=18965612 
10552 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=18965530 
 
9203 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=15236716 
9204 http://www.phosphosite.org/curatedInfoAction.do?record=15236836 

 

Protein interaction data has been submitted to the IntAct database. 
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